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Across Down 
    

1 1. verb (transitive) Lead a person who has 2 Irish (language) (also Scottish) 

 been arrested in handcuffs through a public 3 1950 Mr. Universe film actor enormously  

 place accompanied by large contingent of law  popular in Italian Peplum movie genre of 50s  

 enforcement officers 2. noun An instance of   (Hercules Unchained, Il terrore dei barbari  

 the above (Russell Crowe, Harvey Weinstein,   AKA Goliath and the Barbarians, The Last  

 Alan Weisselberg etc.)  Days of Pompeii etc.) 

8 Legendary American musician known for 4 Toxic hair product associated with platinum 

 arresting late collaboration with Metallica   blonde look of Jean Harlow (and possible 

 inspiring multiple YouTube comments such as  cause of tragic early death at 29) 

 “27:17 when your drunk dad says “I know  5 White devil or West Doncaster (initials) 

 that song” etc. 6 Distinctive German handgun associated with  

9 Und honey (initials)  movie Nazis (also Napoleon Solo in The  

10 Person who avails themselves of certain   Man from U.N.C.L.E.) 

 services (library, drugs etc.) 7 Turbulent capital of Sudan at confluence of  

11 Marvelous cast iron English stove  White and Blue Nile and site of last stand 

12 “When I hear the word culture I reach for my   of Victorian hero and overcompensating,  

 …” Famous misquote (of German playwright   repressed homosexual Charles “Chinese”  

 Hanns Johst) attributed variously to Göring,    Gordon in 1885 

 Goebbels and Himmler 10 Original writings now lost from which it is  

14 Strongly encourage or implore someone to   conjectured extant works derive (Q etc.) 

 do something 11 Statement of what you believe to be true 

15 No. 1 Asian food delivery service known for  13 Langston Hughes or Lovey Howell (initials) 

 jaunty yellow colour theme and flagrant  16 Canaanite city in ripping bible story (12,000 

 violation of Australian labour laws  killed, king hung from tree, city burnt to 

17 Hard-line leader of PRC concerned about   ground etc.) in Joshua (Hebrew for “heap 

 detrimental effect on Chinese youth of online   of ruins”) 

 gaming (“spiritual opium”) and the internet  19 Rosa Parks or Rupert Pupkin (initials) 

 (harbouring “many dirty things”) 20 German unification or G-Unit (initials) 

18 Reality/competition show hosted by RuPaul    

 (sequel to RuPaul’s Drag Race) (feat. Lady   10 Aug 2021 

 Bunny) (cancelled 2012) (4, 1)   

21 Enormously popular Italian film genre of 50s   

 (Hercules, Goliath and the Barbarians, Gli   

 ultimi giorni di Pompei etc.) notable for wild    

 ahistoricity and dubbing (often starring 1950   

 Mr. Universe Steve Reeves)   

 


